UPCOMING

16–18 September 2014
Master class on PPPs and Standards
Geneva, Switzerland

October 2014 (date tbc)
Joint International Conference on PPPs in Roads and Highways with Specialist Centre of Roads and Highways
New Delhi, India

21–22 October 2014
Joint Conference with World Bank on PPPs in Water & Sanitation
Geneva, Switzerland

Work Plan of the UNECE PPP Business Advisory Board

STORIES

Introducing the UNECE PPP Projects Website
UNECE recently announced an exciting project to develop international standards in PPP. The PPP Projects Website was thus developed to facilitate the development of standards in an inclusive and efficient manner.

Implications of the World Investment Report 2014 for PPPs
UNCTAD's landmark publication, the World Investment Report 2014, highlights the need for increased private sector investment in areas related to the emerging Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Why and how can PPPs be part of the solution?

Commentary on the draft PPP law of Tajikistan
Through the joint efforts of the UNECE Secretariat and advisory services of two renowned PPP experts, Mr. Bruno de Cazalet and Mr. Wim A. Timmermans, a publication with commentaries on the Draft PPP law of Tajikistan was prepared.

UNECE Participation: PPP in Russia 2014
Read about UNECE’s upcoming participation in the PPP in Russia 2014 conference.

CONTACT

Get in Touch
ppp@unece.org
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http://www.unece.org/
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